Correlating liver stiffness with disease severity scoring system (DS3) values in Gaucher disease type 1 (GD1) patients.
Gaucher disease (GD) is an autosomal-recessive lysosomal storage disease caused by a deficiency of the enzyme, glucocerebrocidase, resulting in accumulation of lipid-laden storage cells in multiple organs such as bone marrow, liver, spleen, and lungs. Type 1 Gaucher disease is the most common form of this condition in which the brain and spinal cord (the central nervous system) are not affected. The Gaucher disease severity scoring system (GD-DS3) is typically used to assess disease severity accounting for skeletal, hematologic, and visceral disease. In addition to being time consuming for the clinician to calculate the scores, some of the assessments are subjective and may falsely increase or decrease disease severity. The purpose of this study was to determine if there is a correlation between liver stiffness values obtained from MR elastography (MRE) and the GD-DS3 score. An IRB approved, HIPAA compliant retrospective study was performed. All patients with type 1 GD imaged with MRE between 2011 and 2016 were included in this study. Clinical and imaging data was collected. Two pediatric radiologists analyzed MR images from abdomen and thigh studies independently to determine bone marrow involvement using a semi-quantitative scoring system with one reviewer analyzing a subset of studies to determine inter-observer reliability. The collected data was used to calculate a GD-DS3 score for all patients. GD-DS3 scores were compared with liver MRE stiffness values. Clinical MRE scores were plotted against GD-DS3 severity scores for 31 patients (15 males, 16 females; median age 27years, age range: 4-67years). The median GD-DS3 score was 4 (range: 1-10.1) and median MRE value was 2.43kPa (range: 1.30-5.20kPa). A significant positive correlation was found between MRE and GD-DS3 scores; Pearson's correlation coefficient value of r=0.47, p<0.001 for all scores, r=0.68, p<0.001 for complete scores and r=0.46, p<0.07 for incomplete scores. The inter-observer variation of bone marrow burden showed only fair agreement with a Kappa coefficient of 0.26. There is a significant positive correlation between increasing liver stiffness and increasing composite GD-DS3 scores. This supports the use of MRE, a non-invasive reproducible quantitative test, as both an additional assessment and independent marker for monitoring disease severity and progression in GD.